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Abstract

This analysis studies closely education affordability through the epistemology of emergency loan need that signals economic challenges on the horizon for domestic and international students seeking a post graduate credential at any cost. Prior studies have been very helpful; however, to the best of our knowledge there is not a comprehensive study that has investigated the comparison of small vs. large emergency student loans taken out by graduate students. Also, to the best of our knowledge and to date there are no studies that have investigated the patterns and relationships among ethnicity, gender, marital status, degree type, and college awarded for both small vs. large emergency loans. To fill the gaps in the literature, we conducted our research by collecting datasets from 335 graduate students enrolled in a large public university located in North America. Our data analysis provides strong indicators and evidence that both small and large emergency loan needs exist in a diverse spectrum of colleges, degree types, ethnicities, genders, ages, and marital statuses. Also, the regression analysis indicates that there is not a significant relationship between GPA and emergency loan needs for both small and large loans. We also, used data mining technique to investigate patterns and relationships among ethnicity, gender, marital status, degree type, and college awarded for both small vs. large emergency loans. Our study contains vast research and managerial implications for both academia and top managements.
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Introduction

Emergency loan need signal that domestic and international students may suffer sufficient economic distress due to shifts in the global economy and prohibitive historical social factors. Korn [1] reports that most income students who pursue degrees fail to make it to graduation. This contributes to deepening economic calamity noted by Frolich [2] in the study that examined the earnings gap between black and white families. Debt among domestic and international students is an incurable ailment: a quagmire more tangled than the challenges of health insurance, tuition, and technology and resource fees [3-5]. The loan and financial aid theory assesses the economics of the debt service revenue bubble that impacts participation in contributing to the expansion of goods and services productivity [3,4]. Whether students are completers or non-completers, emergency student loan need signals financial distress with a high likelihood that debt will restrict future participation in the market economy. Non-completers are burdened with self-acknowledgement that they accept less future earning power stepping out of their academic program. Korn [6] reports that more than half of public colleges in the U.S. are failing to bring in sufficient tuition revenue to keep up with inflation, and nearly as many private schools are facing a similar financial crisis. This assessment indicates that universities must borrow or pass cost directly to students in the form of tuition and/or fee increases. Domestic and international students must weigh the ethical quotient of acceptance against financial sustainability to completion, thus requiring a more careful analysis prior to enrollment in an academic institution.

Katherine Mangan [7] reports that enrollment dropped among non-traditional and part-time students, because the struggle to balance the competing demands of rising tuition cost and the responsibilities associated with jobs, college classes, daily expenses, and having a family were overwhelming. Students that vacate their efforts to achieve a degree are unable to alleviate the burdensome debt mired with a taxing responsibility equal to or greater than those who complete their program. Higher cost to attend universities continues to drive post-secondary degrees out of reach for many Americans [3-5]. Universities in the U.S. believe that Revenue Centered Budgeting (RCB)/Revenue Centered Management (RCM) may assist with cost reduction over-time. Lang [8] analyzes that RCB/RCM creates demand-driven buyers' markets. This indicates that market potential is not uniformly or universally distributed among academic programs. Depending on the program, RCB/RCM influences are a detriment to students, because they compel humanities programs to increase fees to meet expenses while high demand STEM programs regulate their enrollment to generate a revenue surplus. Lang [8] continues to the effect that RCB/RCM amounts to little more than an elaborate budgetary tautology. Affordability, as punctuated through emergency loan need, leaves students persisting in completing their studies while managing financial stress; they are subsequently unable to enjoy the benefit of their achievement. As a result of debt service responsibility, noted in the loan and financial aids theory model, students' contribution to the growth of the economy is stilled by the very opportunity that is supposed to be the gateway to wealth building [3,4].

Though U.S. universities across disciplines continue to be the destination of choice for international students, Weltzkin [9] finds that Chinese solicitation for admissions into U.S. institutions has
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dropped, especially among students seeking a graduate education. The drop may be accounted for by the increase in capacity of quality graduate programs and the high default rate on graduate student loans in China. This indicates that overtime fewer Chinese students will select a U.S. institution to study for a graduate degree. Emergency loan need signals the affordability challenge for domestic and international students. Yue [10] states that 28,000 students borrowed to finish their college education, and only about 6,000 received job offers. Since 2006, to assist students from poor families with education cost, the China Development Bank provided the U.S. equivalent of 427 million dollars in loans to assist more than 430,000 students. Though student loans are less than 10 years old in China, the bank reports only a 2 percent 2013 default rate. Debt adverse students from less wealthy households may opt out of getting a college degree due to economic uncertainty about employment upon degree completion. To retain the flow of students into U.S. universities, leadership at the state and federal levels of government must turn the tide on rising cost to remain an attractive option for domestic and international students. The indicators for emergency loan need have become an instrument used for survival in managing an unplanned crisis.

Dore [11] affirms that burdensome debt influences the conduct of banks in India. The problem of a high default rate exceeding 15% in India curtails the willingness of banks to make education loans. Long term, this challenge may stagnate the expansion of the Indian economy, whereas, China may not be subject to the risk of economic stagnation due to the increased capacity of their universities to train post-secondary graduate students in-country. However, McMahon [12] reports that the burden of business borrowing prior to the global recession creates a debt service bubble that cools the Chinese economy. In addition, student loan defaults may contribute to the misery of an economic slowdown. Two emerging economies, China and India, risk forfeiting their most talented students due to challenges related to rising education cost. Swarup [13] poses that as a result of their inability to refuse education loans without sanction by a higher authority; Indian banks have been facing an escalating number of loan defaults. So after a decade of low interest rates, the education loan scheme has been tightened. Adjustments in local practices clear a path that may generate more borrowing than less to enhance emergency loans needed to complete an academic program in the U.S. university system.

University leadership favors oligarchical tendencies where a hand-full of non-venturesome administrators, staff, and faculty hold on to traditionalist practices that do a disservice in the management of taxpayer funds. Two under-valued items in this area, healthcare and living expenses, have an influence on emergency loan need. Supiano [14] reports that living expenses are under-discussed when it comes to college affordability. Universities prefer to present how they have regulated tuition and fees to make study affordable on their campus. Students are unaware of the tuition and fee differential when their academic program requires a course with a higher fee base to be taken in a different department. University leadership have demonstrated no initiative to flatten cost to assist this population of students. Universities are developing more multi- and inter-disciplinary degrees and discipline specific degrees require additional electives to achieve the credential, thus tuition and fees for a semester become a less stable and forecastable charge for students.

Second, the population of domestic students attending universities has been flat for approximately ten years. As the U.S. economy accelerates, the likelihood of a surge in domestic students populating campuses is unlikely. U.S. universities must recruit more students from emerging nations. This occurs at a time when the dollar is rising, putting stress on other economies for the cost of goods and services. Friedman [15] reports that the surging dollar benefits the U.S. and confounds central bankers by widening the gap between the U.S. economies and struggling countries in Europe and Asia. Though an excellent financial climate for the U.S., emerging economies’ students have a different perspective when they consider the affordability of an education in an American university. These students carefully assess three cost factors: 1) out of state tuition; 2) living expenses; and 3) health insurance. If U.S. universities are unable to get ahead of these three costs to support sustainability among international students from emerging economies, a significant shift may be forthcoming in the recruit able population that can complete studies in the U.S. at their expense. As discussed, the high default rate on student loans does little to encourage bankers in China and India to invest in students that decide to study abroad. Emergency loan need among domestic and international students across disciplines signals that current student financial loan allocations fail to sufficiently meet high costs beyond tuition and fees.

Third, healthcare insurance and living expenses are unstable hidden costs that can generate excessive stress for domestic and international students. Students arriving in the U.S. from countries that have socialized healthcare have a difficult challenge with the cost of insurance here. As an example, less than ten years ago Indian students enjoyed an exchange rate of 42 to 45 Rupees on the dollar. Insurance has risen more than 30% in the same time frame, while the exchange rate exceeds 60 Rupees to the dollar. This example serves as an indicator to students in emerging nations that careful consideration of cost must be weighed when seeking an academic credential in the U.S. The recession slowed home construction across the country. More Americans moved into apartments, which has generated a surge in rent. Domestic and international students have an increased financial responsibility, due in part to the recession that initially influenced their decision to get an undergraduate and or graduate degree. Jamrisko and Kolet [16] report that the cost of obtaining a college degree has increased by 1,120 percent over the past 35 years. On average since 1978, tuition and fee increases are greater than 30% per annum. Emergency loan need signals that a reversal to dampen rising cost in education must be a part of future planning, so that domestic and international middle income students are not shut out of institutions due to affordability.

Methodology

The datasets for our study were collected from 335 graduate students who are currently enrolled in a large public university located in North America; and the characteristics of participants and subjects that participated in our study are shown in Table 1. The dataset for our study includes students who borrowed both small and large emergency loans. In our study, we refer to a small loan if the amount is less than or equal to five hundred dollars (<=$500); a large loan is identified if the amount is more than five hundred dollars (>=$500). There were very few students who did not provide all the required information when completing the survey. The methodology we used in our study is survey methodology. Idemudia and Ferguson [3-5] argue that survey methodology is an appropriate methodology to investigate emergency loans and graduate students’ academic performance. Some of the steps and procedures for completing the survey are as follows:

Students completed the emergency loan need forms by self-identifying their financial dilemma.

Financial aid offers then review each request for emergency loan need by assessing the borrowing status under the department/
Each student is encouraged and required to have a dialog about financial planning pre- and post-approval. Finally, the graduate students must be in good academic standing, and their GPA must be at least 3.00 (Table 1).

The dataset for our study include the following fields for analysis:

- Loan data
- Department
- Loan amount
- Interest, USD
- Amount paid
- Due date
- Birthday
- GPA
- Year entered program
- Projected graduation date
- Exit date
- Degree
- Age
- Ethnicity
- Gender
- Marital status
- Degree type
- College awarded
- Name, address, phone number, and social security number
- Students’ financial documents
- Signed emergency loan request with details about the resource dilemma.

The emergency loan approval for all graduate students is based on three fundamental criteria: (1) insurance problems, (2) medical expenses, (3) health problems, (4) total household and family expenses, and (5) teaching and research productivity.

Comments and documentations from students who borrowed emergency loans show that cash shortfalls contribute to emergency loan needs [3-5,17]. Graduate students have a lot of bills to pay such as tuition, fees, housing, food, utilities, rent, etc. Hence, graduate students may not have enough money to address emergency needs relating to health, insurance, automotive, child care, etc. Also, graduate students who are research or teaching assistants do not receive their first paycheck immediately after graduation. Emergency loan payments are scheduled monthly, and there is penalty if the student fails to pay as scheduled.
Data Analysis

We implemented data mining techniques (i.e. web graph and generalized linear model) to:

1) Determine the relationships among ethnicity, gender, marital status, degree type, and college awarded
2) Determine the factors that impact GPA and academic performance

Web graph

Graphs are important source of information [18]; and graphs can be used to represent complex information and data. Graphs can be used to model social network by using edge between two nodes to represent relationship between two individuals/objects/attributes [19]. Wu et al. state that "Formally, a graph G (V, E) is a set of n nodes (represented by V) connected by a set of m links (represented by E). The graph can be represented as a symmetric adjacency matrix an×n with aij = 1 if node i is connected to node j and aij = 0 otherwise" (p.314). The software we used in our analysis is IBM SPSS Modeler. The visual results for the web analysis are shown in below in all Figures.

Patterns/Relationships for large emergency loans: It should be noted that the legends in Figure 1 are explained in detailed in Table 1. Figure 1 shows that the two colleges with the most powerful links are the College of Arts and Sciences and College of Engineering. Also, the web graph shows that the College of Arts and Sciences and the College of Engineering borrowed the most emergency loans. From Figure 1, The College of Arts and Sciences has the strongest and thickness links to degree type, ethnicity, gender, and marital status compared to other colleges. The college with the weakest links is the College of Visual and Performing Arts. Figure 1 shows that graduate male students have more links to college awarded, degree type, ethnicity, gender, and marital status compared to female graduate students. Based on the strengths and thickness of the links, there are more singles that are pursuing their masters’ program compared to pursuing their PhD. Also, PhD students from the College of Arts and Sciences are borrowing the most emergency loans. Also, Figure 1 shows that non-resident alien (i.e. international students) has more links to degree type, ethnicity, gender, and marital status compared to other ethnicity.

Patterns/Relationships for small emergency loans: The legends in Figure 1 are explained in detailed in Table 1. Figure 2 shows that the college with the most powerful link is the College of Arts and Sciences. Also, Figure 2 shows that the College of Arts and Sciences borrowed the most emergency loans relating to small loans. From Figure 2, The College of Arts and Sciences has the strongest and thickness links to degree type, ethnicity, gender, and marital status compared to other colleges. The college with the weakest links is the College of Agriculture. The web graph (Figure 2) shows that white graduate students borrowed the most relating to small emergency loans.

Figure 1: Relationship among College Awarded, Degree Type, Ethnicity, Gender, and Marital Status for large emergency loans.

Figure 2: Relationship among College Awarded, Degree Type, Ethnicity, Gender, and Marital Status for small emergency loans.

Figure 3: Predictor Importance on GPA.
Generalized linear model

Generalized linear model can be used with several explanatory variables and model uncertainty [20]. Hence, we used general linear model in our analysis. Figure 2 shows the predictor importance on GPA.

From Figure 3, the factor that has the most impact on academic GPA is gender; and the factor that has the least impact on academic GPA is degree type. The only two factors that have a significant effect on GPA are (1) gender with a significant of 0.001; and (2) degree type with a significant of 0.004.

Visualization for large loan vs. small loan

The analysis is a strong indicator, providing clear evidence that emergency loan needs exist in a diverse spectrum of colleges, degree types, ethnicities, genders, ages, and marital statuses. Figure 4 shows that more graduate students’ borrowed large amounts of emergency loans compared to small amounts of emergency loans. Idemudia and Ferguson [3,4] argue that emergency loans help students to successfully complete their studies instead of dropping out of school.

College awards for large and small loans: Both Figures 5 and 6 strongly support Idemudia and Ferguson [3,4] studies that the college of arts and sciences borrowed the most loans. Figure 5 show the colleges that are awarded for small loans; the college of arts and sciences borrowed the most, while the college of human sciences borrowed the least. Figure 6 shows the colleges that are awarded for large loans. Idemudia and Ferguson [3,4] studies that the college of arts and sciences borrowed the most. It should be noted that both Figures 5 and 6 shows that the college of law only borrowed loans identified as large. These results provide insights into universities’ deans, administrations, and presidents on how to allocate financial resources based on colleges and graduate students’ needs. Also, our study opens the doors for future researchers to investigate some of the specific factors and variables that can explain why students from different colleges borrowed both small and large emergency loans. Future researchers should also investigate if there is a relationship between specific colleges and emergency loans. It is clear that debt has a negative influence on students pursuing graduate studies [3-5,17,21]. Doctoral students borrowed more loans compared to other degree types [22]. Every year, due to the constant increase in graduate education, graduate students are anticipating greater emergency loan need to address unplanned and rapidly building cost related to utilities, energy, rent, insurance, food etc. [3-5].

Average GPA and colleges awarded for small and large loans: Figure 7 shows the average GPA and colleges awarded for small and large loans— the college of graduate school has the highest GPA, and the college of human sciences has the lowest GPA. For large loans, as shown in Figure 8, the college of visual and performing arts has the highest GPA, and the college of mass communication has the lowest GPA. These results open the doors for researchers to investigate the specific factors and variables that affect GPA, and knowing these factors provides insight for universities’ deans, administrations, and presidents on policies set to enhance academic performance in graduate schools.

Generalized linear model can be used with several explanatory variables and model uncertainty [20]. Hence, we used general linear model in our analysis. Figure 2 shows the predictor importance on GPA.

From Figure 3, the factor that has the most impact on academic GPA is gender; and the factor that has the least impact on academic GPA is degree type. The only two factors that have a significant effect on GPA are (1) gender with a significant of 0.001; and (2) degree type with a significant of 0.004.

Visualization for large loan vs. small loan

The analysis is a strong indicator, providing clear evidence that emergency loan needs exist in a diverse spectrum of colleges, degree types, ethnicities, genders, ages, and marital statuses. Figure 4 shows that more graduate students’ borrowed large amounts of emergency loans compared to small amounts of emergency loans. Idemudia and Ferguson [3,4] argue that emergency loans help students to successfully complete their studies instead of dropping out of school.

College awards for large and small loans: Both Figures 5 and 6 strongly support Idemudia and Ferguson [3,4] studies that the college of arts and sciences borrowed the most loans. Figure 5 show the colleges that are awarded for small loans; the college of arts and sciences borrowed the most, while the college of human sciences borrowed the least. Figure 6 shows the colleges that are awarded for large loans. Idemudia and Ferguson [3,4] studies that the college of arts and sciences borrowed the most. It should be noted that both Figures 5 and 6 shows that the college of law only borrowed loans identified as large. These results provide insights into universities’ deans, administrations, and presidents on how to allocate financial resources based on colleges and graduate students’ needs. Also, our study opens the doors for future researchers to investigate some of the specific factors and variables that can explain why students from different colleges borrowed both small and large emergency loans. Future researchers should also investigate if there is a relationship between specific colleges and emergency loans. It is clear that debt has a negative influence on students pursuing graduate studies [3-5,17,21]. Doctoral students borrowed more loans compared to other degree types [22]. Every year, due to the constant increase in graduate education, graduate students are anticipating greater emergency loan need to address unplanned and rapidly building cost related to utilities, energy, rent, insurance, food etc. [3-5].

Average GPA and colleges awarded for small and large loans: Figure 7 shows the average GPA and colleges awarded for small and large loans— the college of graduate school has the highest GPA, and the college of human sciences has the lowest GPA. For large loans, as shown in Figure 8, the college of visual and performing arts has the highest GPA, and the college of mass communication has the lowest GPA. These results open the doors for researchers to investigate the specific factors and variables that affect GPA, and knowing these factors provides insight for universities’ deans, administrations, and presidents on policies set to enhance academic performance in graduate schools.
Gender and awards for small and large loans

Figure 11 shows genders awarded for small loans—male graduate students borrowed the most; it is more than three times the value requested by female graduate students. Figure 12 shows gender and the division for large loans. These results show that female graduate students borrowed large emergency loans compared to small emergency loans. Our study opens the doors for future researchers to investigate generally, for both small and large loans, why male graduate students have a greater overall emergency loan need compared to female graduate students. Churaman [23] notes female students received more financial aid compared to male students, while males borrowed the most relating to emergency loans [3, 4].

Marital status and awards small and large loans

Figures 13 and 14 reflect that graduate students who are single have the largest amount for both small and large emergency loans. Some of the reasons why graduate students who are single borrowed the most loans are: (1) graduate students who are single do not have spouse to help to support their education, and (2) graduate schools overall have more graduate students who are single. Idemudia and Ferguson [3, 4] argue that graduate students who are single borrow the most of all marital statuses in graduate schools. Our study opens the doors for future researchers to investigate the relationships between other marital statuses and small/large loans.

Degree type and awards for small and large loans

In our study, the variable, doctorate, includes PhD, JD, and a

Average age and colleges awarded for small and large loans

Figure 9 shows the average age and college awarded for small loans—the college of education has the highest average age, and the college of engineering and agriculture has the lowest average age. Figure 10 shows the average age and college awarded for large loans—the top two colleges with the highest average age are the college of mass communication and the college of education, and the lowest is the college of engineering. Figures 9 and 10 show that the college of engineering has the lowest average age. These results open the doors for future researchers to investigate why certain colleges attract younger or older graduate students. This information aids university’ deans, administrations, and presidents concerning policies to set in place in order to help graduate students with families while they pursue graduate degrees.
doctorate of music. Figure 15 shows degree type awarded for small loans—doctoral degrees have the largest amount of small loans. Figure 16 shows each degree type awarded for large loans—a masters degree has the largest amount of large loans. Idemudia and Ferguson [3,4] argue that masters students borrowed the most emergency loans because there are more masters students in graduate schools compared to doctoral students or certificate students. Both Figures 15 and 16 show that certificate studies have the lowest amount of loan costs [24]. Certificate students are working professionals seeking a certificate/credential that may increase their income, provide a chance for promotion, and improve their standard of living. It should be noted that our study opens the door for future researchers to investigate the possibility of a relationship between degree type and small/large loans.

Conclusion

University leadership’s use of traditional concepts with a twist represents the absence of tenacity required for administrative innovation to engage for a different future in academia. Domestic student loan borrowing exceeds a trillion USD. To increase the number of graduates, emerging nations are trusting the same model may serve to stimulate economic growth in their local markets. Domestic and International students will have debt service responsibilities when they complete their degrees. A more expansive study by researchers may clarify the percentage of economic contraction attributed to debt service due to education borrowers. Emergency loan need signals that there is a prevailing hazard associated with the current model of student loan borrowing. The loan and financial aids theory indicates what borrowers fail to do when burdensome debt consumes a share of their earnings [5]. Debtors must weigh the ethical quotient that the risk-reward of education is too unstable to stay in the university system a sufficient amount of time to overcome their other financial stressors. Though education is intellectually transformative, the notion that it is the key to wealth building generated the education industrial complex which evolved into the belief that a student must achieve an academic credential no matter the cost.

Going forward, U.S. universities must plan decisive strategies to manage three costs: 1) the rising value of the dollar, 2) tuition and fee increases, and 3) increased living expenses. Though there is a roll-back in fuel cost and the utility power savings will benefit institutions, prices for students may remain level or creep slowly to a higher sum. The trans-relational value universities must include in their cost structure is dollar averaging, so that low income, underrepresented, and emerging nations’ students continue to view education as a life changing function. The wealth gap in the U.S. is inextricably linked to education for underrepresented populations. As an example, Frolich (2014) reports that Black Americans make about 62 cent for every dollar earned by White American. Greater systemic fragmentation may occur as rising cost dissuade fewer domestic and international students to achieve a university education to improve the well-being of their communities. Failure to recognize the emergency loan signal may intersect with a measurable assertive group that may put national civility at risk because it cost regulated their opportunity. Also, it is vital that there is not a significant shrinkage of international students denied
access to U.S. universities due to affordability. There is a tipping point where education cost slips into a reversal position that stalls progress or increases inclusiveness to a growth positive market’s competitiveness for global well-being.

Knowledge is a common interest that is present in every culture. In future studies, researchers from this assessment may weigh the impact of education cost on expanding intellectual capacity among disenfranchised populations. Broadening education opportunities in the U.S. have expanded the economy and increased a more open dialog into diverse cultural communities. This progress momentum is subject to risk without long-term leadership strategies, and the absence of a plan to manage education inclusiveness is unwise as the shift toward a global trans-relational neighborhood continues. Being aware of global activities within seconds brings new meaning for a global intellectual population to resolve natural and/or man-made calamities. This new age lifts the responsibility of university leadership with governments to avoid forfeiting the momentum of the learning community.
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